Whether part of a team or a department of one, individuals join the Association
for Accounting Marketing (AAM) to advance their careers and contribute at a
high level to their firm’s success.
AAM membership gives you access to an extensive collection of resources,
professional development opportunities and a vibrant community of peers.

www.accountingmarketing.org
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Promote Career Growth for All Rising Stars
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Provides opportunities for networking, collaboration and professional
development within the AAM network
Education is what you make of it. I’ve been a member of AAM for
a decade, but it wasn’t until I got actively involved that I started
to grasp the real value it offers. AAM is way more than education;
it provides a forum to network, collaborate, innovate, challenge
yourself and others. It’s a powerful community and resource
that is evolving alongside the accounting profession. And as it
grows and encourages new and existing members to join in, AAM
continues to lead the way and elevate the marketing and business
development role.”

~ Gabe Tevrizian, Marketing Director, REDW LLC

MEMBER BENEFITS

12
Webinars

12

Virtual Campfires
Virtual discussions with subject matter
experts and members

Spotlighting the Best of Accounting Marketing
Learn marketing best practices from an annual competition among peers

AAM-MAAs Categories

10
Number of AAM-MAA
Entries Received

Over 90

SURVEYS AND GUIDES
• 2021 Marketing Budget Benchmark Survey
Compare research-based marketing investments of
high-growth and low-growth firms

• Volume 1 of the Member Benefit Guides

A member-focused primer on AAM’s online offerings; the
first in an upcoming series of AAM member resources

When I’m putting our marketing budget together, I use the AAM
study as a reference point. I typically will put my budget together
Number of sessions –
and compare it to what I’m seeing at other firms, particularly with
+is2aggregated
keynotes
high-growth firms. The way the12
data
and presented
makes it possible for me to compare the study to my budget. The
study also helps me in understanding staffing for other marketing
teams across the US. This is useful information to share with the
partner group.”

~Brunella Reid, Marketing Director, Moore Colson CPAs and Advisors

2021 AAM CONFERENCES

388

Hybrid
Conference

Number of
Attendees

Number of Sessions –

19

I’ve found that attending the AAM Summit is the best way to
jumpstart my creativity while gaining new perspectives on
the accounting ecosystem.”

~Chris Perino, Principal Business Development, Barnes Dennig

I’ve only missed one Summit in the past 19
years. The benefits from networking with
peers and getting new ideas from sessions
makes this a can’t-miss event. It truly
reinvigorates me and keeps me moving
forward!”

~Katie Tolin, Chief Growth Guide, CPA Growth Guides

209
Number of
Attendees

Emerge is what happened when preparation met opportunity.
While a virtual conference became a necessity in 2020 and
2021, it was such an incredible experience that I don’t know
how we went so long without it! Getting the opportunity
to tap into AAM’s deep bench of inspiring thought leaders,
not to mention the engaging community in attendance, is a
fantastic way to get the most out of AAM membership…I can’t
wait for next year!”

~Laura Metz , Manager – Demand Generation, Armanino LLP

I find the AAM conference helps facilitate idea generation.
Being away from my day-to-day work pattern, the
sessions, networking and hearing from my counterparts
helps me come up with new ideas either with process
improvements or new initiatives altogether.
~Bruce Van Vreede, Brady Ware, Director of Marketing and Business Development
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Business Development
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Webinars, Circles,
Thought Leadership,
Guides, Discussions

AAM testimonials
from different perspectives:
AAM Summits are informative, engaging and inspiring. AAM
members are inclusive and open to sharing ideas, so don’t hesitate
to make connections and build your personal network. Prioritize
and plan how to implement what you learned. The knowledge and
confidence you bring back will benefit you and your firm immensely.
~ Jack Kolmansberger, Chief Marketing Officer, Herbein + Company, Inc.

I’m super excited to reconnect live and in
person with my AAM colleagues this year.
It’s been way too long! If you want a better
understanding of the big trends – ESG or DEI,
say – or specific to-dos to take back to your
firm, Summit offers it. The networking and
coffee break conversations are just as helpful.
Plus, AAM-ers are a great group of people.
~Christina Camara, Managing Editor, INSIDE Public Accounting
It never ceases to amaze me how open and collaborative our
members are. I always learn so much through AAM – both through
formalized content and education, and informally through
networking with other members.
~Becca Johns, Director of Practice Growth, Rea & Associates, Inc.
Curiosity is key to learning. AAM presents us
with the collaboration and collectiveness of
some of the brightest minds in the industry –
combine that with curiosity and a desire to be the
best at what you do and you will find new tools
and value that will make attending the annual
Summit the highlight of your year.
~Leisa Gill, Director of Client Experience, LBMC

Learn more at accountingmarketing.org
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